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ON A SUPERCONVERGENT FINITE ELEMENT SCHEME 
FOR ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS 
III. OPTIMAL INTERIOR ESTIMATES 
IVAN HLAVACEK, M l C H A L KRIZEK 
(Received January 21, 1986) 
Summary. Second order elliptic systems with boundary conditions of Dirichlet, Neumann's 
or Newton's type are solved by means of linear finite elements on regular uniform triangulations. 
Error estimates of the optimal order 0(h2) are proved for the averaged gradient on any fixed 
interior subdomain, provided the problem under consideration is regular in a certain sense. 
Keywords: finite elements, superconvergence, post-processing, averaged gradient, elliptic 
systems. 
A MS Subject classification: 65N30, 73C99. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Parts I and II of the present paper we proved the 0(h3/2) error estimate for 
averaged gradients of linear finite elements on the approximate domain Qh, assuming 
the H3(0)-regularity of the exact solution of an elliptic system. One can conjecture 
that an interior H3-regularity could be sufficient to derive even better interior 
estimates for the averaged gradient on a subdomain Q0 of Q if Q0 is independent 
of h. The present Part III is devoted to the verification of the latter conjecture. 
In proving the main Theorem 41 of the paper [8] only an interior estimate for the 
norm 
K - N L i - ' i . (°? cGfcczG) 
was needed. Nevertheless, we employed the global estimate 
(i-i)' h - Pulk« ^ ch3'\\\u\\3yn + ||f||2>„) 
of Theorem 2.L Thus a question arises, whether an interior 0[h2) estimate can be 
deduced instead of (1.1) at least for some suitable "regular" boundary value problems. 
In what follows we shall give a positive answer to this question. As a consequence, 
we can easily derive an optimal 0(h2)-interior estimate for the averaged gradient. 
We employ a method of interior estimates, introduced by Nitsche, Schatz and 
Bramble in [14], [1] and some ideas of Zhu [16]. 
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In Section 2 several auxiliary lemmas will be proven. In Section 3 we apply them 
to the proof of interior estimates of uh — Pu for the Dirichlet, Neumann and Newton 
type boundary value problems, assuming that the problem under consideration is 
regular in a certain sense. Finally, we derive O(/i2)-interior error estimates for the 
averaged gradient in Section 4. Similar results for convex domains were obtained by 
Westergren [15] who used a different approach. 
Henceforth we shall write Qt c c Q, whenever Qt a Q, i = V 2, ... . We keep 
the notations of Parts I, II and moreover define 
B(w, v) ZKtJNjw)Njy)dx.. 
fii l '«1 = 1 
where Qx cz c Q is a fixed subdomain. For any Qt we set 
V0h(Qt) ={veWh\suppvc:Qi}. 
Definition 1.1. We say that the Dirichlet problem with homogeneous boundary 
conditions is regular if its weak solution for any right-hand side fe [L2(-3)]M belongs 
to[H2(£>)]M 
We say that the problem of Neumann's or Newton's type £P(f, g) is regular if: 
(i) it has a unique weak solution u, 
(ii) ue[H2(Q)]M, 
(iii) the problem &(<p, 0) has a unique solution u0 for any right-hand side <p e 
e [L2(Q)]M; moreover u0 e [H
2(Q)]M. 
Remark 1.1. For the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions the regularity 
of the problem implies 
(!•-) | |«ki7^C|| f |0 , f l . 
To see this let us recall the linear and continuous operator (see [8] for the classical 
formulation) x 
'•« = (i!v;m(icyivi(u))t=1, 
which maps [H^Q) n H2(Q)]M onto [L2(Q)]M by the regularity of the problem. 
Since Lisa one-to-one mapping (L maps onto [l}(Qj]M), we can employ the Theorem 
on Isomorphism (see e.g. [7], p. 216) to obtain that L"1 is continuous, i.e. (1.2) 
holds. 
For the homogeneous boundary conditions of Neumann's or Newton's type we 
apply the same argument for the operator (cf. (4.4) in [9]) 
L: Vp n [H\Q)Y - {f € [L
2(Q)]M\ (f, q)0>o = 0 Vq 6 0>\ 
to verify (1.2). 
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Remark 1.2. The regularity of an elliptic problem with a single equation has been 
established for bounded domains with piecewise continuously differentiable boundary, 
which has no "concave angles" (see e.g. [5], [6], [10], [11], [12]). If the boundary 
dQ is infinitely differentiable, the Dirichlet problem with homogeneous boundary 
conditions is regular even for general elliptic systems ([13], p. 260, or [3]). Some 
sufficient conditions for the regularity of elliptic systems with boundary conditions 
of Neumann's or Newton's type can be found in [4], 
2. AUXILIARY LEMMAS 
First of all we shall prove four lemmas, which will be used in the proof of interior 
error estimates. Here we follow the ideas of the papers [14], [1] and [16]. 
Lemma 2.1. Let Q2 c: cz Qx aa Q be arbitrary subdomains and let co e C™(Q2). 
Then for any v,we \H\Q2)~\
M 
B(cow, v) = B(w, cov)+[ J wJ £ (vpli
mp + £ ^ nmp)) dx , 
where the coefficients fimp, jimp, fimp e C™(Q2) are independent of v and w. 
Proof. According to [8], Sec. 2, we may write 
B(w, v) = f t Ki}( i ( i nj-^ + nimwm)) ( £ ( £ nm J - + 
Jn2
i>j=l \m=l\t=l dxt / / \ p = i \ „ = i dxq 
+ »**)) *.-f ( z < , f ^ z ^ + 
/ / Jfi2\
m.P.'.« OX, OXq m,p,q OXq 
+ Svr^^ + E^^dx, 
m,p,t 0Xt m,p J 
where the coefficients ocmp, ..., dmp are polynomials on Q. Since co e C^faz), integra-
tion by parts yields 
E»/ \ «t \ f / v m P /
5 W ^ dwmd(covp)\ 
B(cow, v) - B(w, cov) = £ </ "V^T^ - "^"V/ 
, V fímpí 8vp d(C0Vp)\ , V m p / ^ W ^Wm ^ \ 
m,p,.2 \ GX€ OX^ / m./M \ GXř GXř / / 
-f ( z *(<£? +ff-^rO) 
+ 
cov̂  j 1 dx 
m,p,q GXg m,p,t 0XtJ 
whence the result as required. 
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BK, *) = B(w„ **) + f f wY J f « P + ^ A*7P + ^ A G ' Y ) dx = 
Jfi2m-=1 \p = l\ dXi dx2 )) 
= B(wh9 ^*) + I , 
where ^ * = cDr//, and ix™p e Co°(iQ2) are independent of wh and ^r. Then employing 
the assumption (2A), we find that 
BK, xlf) = BK, tfr* - i,) + I Viy e V°(fl2) . 
From the definition of I and (2.8) it follows that 
B(wt,^) <; c||w4||1>fl, | | r - J|lli0a + C'||«flo,0l, 
B ( w * , ^ ) g C ( h | w A | l j n 2 + | |w, | |0 ,n 2) . 
Hence, by (2.7), (2.3) and (2.6) we get 
w, [,o„ ^ C(h\\wh\\uñ2 + lwĄ0iOl) = C'\\wh\\0iПl, 
as follows from the Inverse Inequality (see [2], p. 142). u 
In proving the next lemma, we cannot use the well-known result, following from 
Aubin-Nitsche trick (see e.g. [2]) directly, since we have a slightly different definition 
of the interpolation operator P in some triangles adjacent to the boundary. Let us 
introduce an "ideal" approximation of the homogeneous Dirichlet problem as 
follows: 
uh0eVh9 a(uO9vh) = (f9vh)0fQ \fvheVh. 
(Note that in [8]-(2.49) the integral on the right-hand side is evaluated only 
approximately.) 
Lemma 2.3. Let Q e ^3(d) be convex and let the Dirichlet problem be regular. 
Then iffe [L2(Q)]M and u = 0, 
(2.9) ||tt - i i 0 | | 0 , f l ^ C h
2 | t t | | 2 ) D 
holds for sufficiently small h. 
Proof. We easily derive that 
(2.10) a(u - < vh) = 0 VvheVh, 
(2.11) u - u^eV. 
Define the adjoint problem: 
find veV such that 
(2.12) a(v, <p) = (i* - u», q>)0iB M9eV. 
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Using (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12), we come to 
(2.13) ||u - u0 |
2
>f l = a(u - u'0, v) = a(u - u0, v - Pv) <; 
g C | | u - u 0 i 1 > Q | | v - P v | | l i a . 
Further we show that 
(2.14) ||v - Pv||1>fl ^ Ch||v||2>n Vv e [H0(Q) n H\Q)f . 
Obviously, 
(2.15) ||v - Pv||2,n = ||v - Pv||
2,nh + E ||v - Pv\\\Jc, 
Tc 
where Tc are segments adjacent to the curved parts of dQ. However, 
(2.16) £ |K - Pvm\\lTc = £ I k H U i |»«fl?>0., 
Tc Tc 
where £3£ is a boundary strip, the width of which is s ^ C/?2 (see (HI) in [8]). Applying 








Now, the combination of (2.16), (2.17) and (2.15) together with the standard estimate 
on Qh leads to (2.14). 
From the regularity of the problem we have u e [H2(:Q)]M. Next, we derive the 
estimate 
(2A8) | | u - u 0 | j l i S 2 ^ C h | | u | | 2 i i 2 . 
In fact, the relations (2.10) and (2.11) give 
Cflu - u0 | |
2
>o S a(u - u0, u - u'0) = 
= a(u- u'0, u-Pu)^ CJu - u'0 | | l iO ||u - Pu||1>n 
and thus referring to (2.14), we get 
||u - u 0 | l i f i ^ C\\u - Pu||1>Q ^ Cxhlul,^ . 
Substituting (2.18) and (2.14) into the inequality (2.13), we obtain 
(2-19) | | « - « o P , o = Ch2 |u| |2i f2 | |v| |2i f i. 
As the problem is regular, 
\\v\\2tf>SC\\u-U0\\0tD9 
which together with (2.19) implies (2.9). m 
Note that in case of non-convex Q, we are able to prove (2.14) only for 
VE(H3(Q))M. 
In the next lemma the type of boundary conditions is not specified. A similar 
lemma has been proved also in [16]. 
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Lemma 2.4. Let Q be a bounded domain with a Lipschitz boundary and let 
Q0 cc Qx cc Q, where Qt is a convex domain with the boundary of the class ^°°-
Assume that u\Qi e [ H
3 ^ ) ] * * and that the following "interior Galerkin equation" 
(2.20) B(u - uh0, v) = 0 Vv e V^(QX) 
is fulfilled. Then for sufficiently small h 
K - Muao = C(h2 | |ui3 ,0 l + fu - u0 | |0 > f l 3), 
where Q3 is an arbitrary domain such that Q0 cc Q3 cc Qv 
Proof. Let us choose Q0 cz c Q2 c c Q3 c c Qx and a function co e C0(Q3) 
such that 
co = 1 in Q2 , 
and let us put u* = am. Suppose that u*h e V^Q^ satisfies 
(2.21) a(u* - u*h, v) = 0 W e V ^ ) . 
Here V^Q^ is the space of finite elements on Qu defined likewise Vh on Q. Let 
P 1 : [V(-^i) n C(.QX)]
M -> ^(.Qj) be the corresponding interpolation mapping. From 
the V-ellipticity of a(% •), from the fact that u** - P1u*eVh(Q1) and since any 
function of V^Q^ can be extended by zero to an element of V, we obtain 
(2.22) C\\u*h - Pxu*ll9a z% a(u*
h - Pxu*, u*h - Pxu*) = 
= a(u* - Pxu*, u*h - P1!!*) = B(u* - P^u*, u*h - P*u*) . 
Moreover, for every v e V^Q^ it is 
(2.23) \B(u* - P ^ * , v)| g Ch2lu*||3,f l3 ||v||1>fl . 
This inequality follows from some parts of the proof of Lemma 2A in [8], where 
the terms al9 a2 were estimated. The support supp (P
xu) can be covered by a set, 
which is the union of the congruent parallelograms At, i.e. 
supp (P*u*) c \JAt <zz Q . 
t 
Then 5* = 0, since u* — Pxu* = 0 outside the union, and thus (2.23) is valid. 
Taking v = u*h - P*u* in (2.23), we find from (2.22) that 
(2.24) |u*» - P>u*\\ltQ <; Ch
2[|u*||3jfl3 ^ C ^ H S A . 
Further we prove that 
B(u0 - u*
ft, p) = 0 V<»eV?(Qa). 
As V ^ ) e VA(i2j), we obtain by (2.21) that 
B(u* - u*\ v) = 0 Vv e V£(G.) . 
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Hence, setting 
w = u — u* = (1 — oS) u , 
wh = u0 - u**, 
and using the assumption (2.20), we find that 
B(w - wA, v) = B((u - u*) - (u0 - u*
ft), v) = 0 W e V ^ ) . 
Consequently, 
5(W„ <p) = B(w, 9) = 0 V«p e V?(Q2) cz V°(0.) , 
since supp w c f l - Q2. Now the assumptions of Lemma 2.2 are fulfilled and thus 
by (2.2) 
(2.25) ||u0 - u*"||1>!20 ^ Cflu* - u*"|J0>fl3 S C(||u* - u0||0>fl3 + flu* - u**||0>fl3). 
Using Lemma 2.3 for the convex domain Ql9 we have by the definition (2.21) 
(2-26) flu* - u*"fl0>fl g C/t
2[|u*|]2>!7i . 
Note that the Dirichlet problem is regular due to the smoothness of the boundary 
dQt (see [3], p. 370; [13], p. 260). As 
|]u*fl4>n S C\u\ktBl for /c = 0 , l , 2 , 3 , 
the use of (2.26) and (2.25) yields 
(2.27) flu* - u*"fl1>Qo <L C(flu - u0l0>fi3 + ft-flufl2>l7l). 
Finally, the combination of (2.24) and (2.27) implies 
| K - Pu||1>O0 g flu0 - u**||1>fi0 + flu** - Pufl1>s3o 5g 
= C(ll
2lufl3>Ol + flu-u0fl0,l73), 
since Plu = Pu on Q0. m 
3. INTERIOR ESTIMATES 
In this section we apply the previous auxiliary lemmas to the proof of the interior 
error estimates for uh — Pu. Again, we have to distinguish Dirichlet's problem and 
the problems of Neumann's or Newton's type. 
Theorem 3.1. Let Q e ^3(d) be a bounded convex domain and let Q0 a a Q. 
Let a regular Dirichlet problem with f e [H2(.0)]M and it = 0 be given on Q. 
Then a subdomain Qt exists such that Q0 a a Qt a a Q and for sufficiently 
small h 
|K-Pufl1 > n o^Ch
2(f lff l2 > n+lu| |3> n i) . 
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Proof. As u0 — u






= (f, uh0 - u")0>fl - (f, u* - u")*>fl g Ch




Let us define 
Oi = u K( , 
i = l 
where K; and Kt are open circles such that Kt c c Kt a a Q and 
^o c U £, • 
i = l 
Since u — u0 satisfies the "interior equation" (2.20) on Kt and u\K. e [H
3(Kf)]
M, 
Lemma 2.4 holds on every Kh i.e., 
|u0 - Pufl1>g( <; C(h
2i|ul|3>Ki + I|u - u0||0>fl) g Ch
2(||u||3>Ki + ||ul|2>fl), 
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 2.3. Consequently, 
(3.2) K - Pu||2>flo <£ £ Ko - Ni l .* . = C/»
4(S ||u«2(Kj + ||u||
2,fl). 
i i 
Now the combination of (3.1) and (3.2) leads to 
||u* - Pu|j1>fl0 g flu* - u0J1>fl0 + ||u» - Pu||1>fl0 g 
= Ch2(||f||2,0 + Z| |u | | 3 ) K i+| |u | | 2 , f l) . 
i 
Employing finally the regularity of the Dirichlet problem, we arrive at the estimate 
to be proved. u 
Next we prove an analogue of Theorem 3.1 for regular Newton's or Neumann's 
boundary value problems even in case of non-convex domains. We introduce the 
definitions of the solutions u, u0 and u
h: 
(3.3) u e W, ((u, v)) = (f, v)0>fl + (g, v)0>8fl Vv e W, 
(3.4) uh0eWh, ((u0, vft)) = (f, vft)0>fl + (g,v„)0>5fl VvfteWft, 
u* e Wft , ((«*, vft)) = (f, vft)*>flh + (g, vft)0>efl Vvft e Wft , 
where ((u, v)) = a(u, v) + fr(u, v) is introduced in [9], Sec. 2, and (f, vft)J>flh, ffft have 
been defined in [8], Sec. 2; (Wh = (Wft)
M). First we prove an auxiliary lemma which 
is similar to Lemma 2.3. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let Q e ^3{d) and let the problem (3.3) be regular. Then for suf-
ficiently small h it is 
\u-uh0\0iQ^Ch
2\\u\\2tQ. 
Proof. According to (3.3) and (3.4), 
(3.5) ((u - u*0, vft)) = 0 Vv„eW f t. 
Define the adjoint problem with the right-hand side u — uh0 and with the homo-
geneous Newton or Neumann conditions on dQ, i.e., we look for ve W such that 
(3.6) ((v, z)) = (u - u*0, z)0>fi V z e W . 
Hence, by (3.6) we obtain 
(3.7) | u - u * l 2 0 ) f l = ((u-u*0,v)). 
Referring to (3.5), we come to 
(3.8) ((u - u*0, v)) = ((u - u*, v - Pv)) g C||u - u*|| l i0 | |v - Pv| |1 > n . 
(Recall that the operator P has been defined in [9], Sec. 2). However, 
(3.9) iw - Pw||1>fi ^ cfc||w|2jfi Vwe[H
2(£2)]w , 
since for the single components wm we have (we drop the subscript m) 
\\w - Pwfl:Q ^ £ \\
w - PHlr^rk + Z Ik - PHln + E |w - Pw\\ln • 
Tc Tt Tk 
The first and second sum can be estimated as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 of [9] (the 
relations (2.5) and (2.6)). Thus e.g. for the first sum we get the bound 
Ch2 X \Ew\lfc S C11z
2JEvvj^r2 S C2h
2\w\\ Q , 
Tc 
where Tc is a triangle of Fig. 2 in [9] and Ew is the Calderon extension of w to Q, 
Q cz d Q. Similarly we estimate the second sum with the help of (2.6) in [9] and the 
third sum has the standard estimation. Hence, (3.9) holds. 
From the coercitivity of the bilinear form ((•, •)) and (3.5) we obtain 
||if - uh0\\
2
UQ ^ C((u - u 0 , u - Pu)) ^ Cx\\u - u 0 | | l i 0 ||u - Pu\\UQ . 
Utilizing further (3.9) and the regularity of the problem (3.3), we get 
(3.10) | | u - o 0 | | l f f l ^ C f c | | u | | 2 i Q . 
On the basis of (3.9), (3.10) and (3.8), we find by (3.7) that 




Using the regularity of the adjoint problem and Remark 1.1, we deduce 
IMkn = cllu ~ "olkfl. 
Consequently, the lemma follows immediately from (3.11). m 
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Theorem 3.2. Let Qe^3(d) be a bounded domain and let the problem (3.3) be 
regular. If f e [H2(:Q)]M and Q0 a a Q, then a subdomain Qt exists such that 
Q0 a a Qx a a Q and for sufficiently small h 
II"* - P-IK.no = Ch2(«f||2,fl + ||u«2,fl + ||u||3,fll) • 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 in [9] we have 
CIK - " ILo s ( K - «A «o - «•*)) = 
= (f, «o - «"%.<. - (f, < - »h)Uh = Ch
2«f ||2,fl | K - ti*||1>fl, 
and thus 
(3.12) ñx.oѓChЧ 
Consider the same set of circles Ki9 K{ as in the proof of Theorem 3.L Since u and u0 
satisfy the "interior Galerkin equation" (2.20), Lemma 2.4 holds for every K,-, i.e., 
| K - Piffl.,-, rg C(h2H|3,Ki + ||u - Uolkn) = Ch
2 ( | |u | | 3 , f c j + «t,||2,f l) , 
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 3.2. Consequently, 
(3.13) | K - Pu | | 2 , f l 0 S £ | K - PuH?,,, rg Ch*(Z \\u\\lKt + ||u||
2,fl) . 
i i 
Gathering (3.12) and (3.13), we derive 
IK - Pu||1>fl0 ^ p - u0|1)fl0 + | K - PU\\UOO ^ 
= ch2(||f fl2,fl + £ I H U + IHkfl). . 
4. INTERIOR SUPERCONVERGENCE 
By a slight modification of the argument used in Section 4 of [8], we can prove 
an optimal O(h2)-interior estimate for the averaged gradient. We use the same nota-
tion as in [8]. 
Theorem 4.1. Let Q e ^3(d) be a bounded convex domain. Let a regular Dirichlet 
problem with fe \H2(Q)~\M and u = 0 be given on Q. Let Q0 a a Q be an arbitrary 
subdomain. Then a subdomain Qx exists such that Q0 a a Qx a a Q and 
\дx 
holdsfor h small enough. 
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= Ch2(||f ||2>fl + И э A ) 
0,fìo 





<& -M = E ||grad Uj - Gh(uJh)l,Qo = 
0,Q0 J-
1 
-§ I(|grad Uj - Gft(Pu;)l|0,o0 + \\Gh(Puj - uJh)\\0>Qo) . 
1=1 
Let Q' be a subdomain such that 
Q0 cz cz Q' cz cz Q , 
and let O*0 be the smallest union of triangles T e 5^* such that iQ0 is contained in it, 
i.e., 
Oo c O ^ . 
Obviously, we have 
Q*0 cz Q' 
for sufficiently small h. 
Following the proof of Theorem 3.1 of [8], we obtain 
(4.2) 
where 
llgradu, - Gh(Puj)\\0tQo ^ | |gradu,. - Gh(Puj)\\0,Q.h0 ^ 
= Ch2\uj\3,Q.hl S Ch
2\u}\3tQ, , 
Q*hl = U D(T) 
T c ß * h 0 
is the union of all "neighbourhoods" D(T) (cf. (3.2) in [8]) and therefore 
Qtt cz Q' 
holds for sufficiently small h. 
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [8], we deduce 
(4.3) \\Gh(PUj - ujh)\\0,Qo = \\Gh(PUj - u3h)\0rQ.ho ^ 
S 3 V13 \\Puj - u}h\UQ.hl = 3 V13 \\Puj - uJh\\UQ. . 
Let us apply Theorem 3.1 to get the estimate 
(4-4) |P« - «4i.«' = Ch2(ff||2,n + M S A ) . 
where Ql z> z> Q' is the finite union of circles, constructed as in the proof of Theorem 
3.1. 
Combining (4.3) and (4.4), we obtain 
M 
(4.5) X \Gh(Puj - uJh)\\0>Qo g C,\?u - u,| | l i f i. ^ C/i
2(||fl2>„ + | |u | 3 r 0 l ) . 
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Inserting (4.2) and (4.5) into (4A), we arrive at 
S Cfc2(||f||2,0 + | |u|3 r 0 l). 
дx 0,ß0 
Theorem 4.2. Let Q e %?3(d) and let a regular Neumann or Newton boundary 
value problem with fe [H2(~3)]M be given on Q. Let Q0 c c Q be an arbitrary 
subdomain. Then a subdomain Qx exists such that Q0 a c Qt c c Q and 
f - 4*) 
дx 
holds for h small enough. 
á Ch2(||f||2,0 + ||U1Í3.D. + « Í 2 . 0 ) 
0 , í} 0 
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Theorem 4.1 with the only change: 
instead of Theorem 3.1 we apply Theorem 3.2. m 
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Souh rn 
O JEDNOM SUPERKONVERGENTNÍM SCHÉMATU 
V METODĚ KONEČNÝCH PRVKŮ PRO ELIPTICKÉ SYSTÉMY 
III. OPTIMÁLNÍ VNITŘNÍ ODHADY 
IVAN HLAVÁČEK, MICHAL KŘÍŽEK 
Systémy eliptických rovnic 2. rádu s okrajovými podmínkami Dirichletova, Neumannova 
nebo Newtonova typu se reší pomocí lineárních konečných prvků na regulárních a pravidelných 
triangulacích. Odvozují se optimální odhady chyby rádu G(h2( pro tzv. zprůměrovaný gradient 
na každé pevné vnitrní podoblasti za předpokladu, že uvažovaný problém je v jistém smyslu 
regulární. Článek je přímým pokračováním prací [8, 9], kde jsou odvozeny globální odhady 
chyby řádu 0 ( h 3 / 2 ) . 
Pe3K>Me 
OB O A H O Í Í cynEPCxoA^mEHCfl: C X E M E M E T O D A KOHEMHBIX 
3JIEMEHTOB flJLff 3JIJIHHTHHECKHX CHCTEM 
III. OnTHMAJIBHBIE BHYTPEHHHE OIJEHKH 
IVAN HLAVÁČEK, MICHAL KŘÍŽEK 
CHCTeMLI 3JIJTHTITH*ieCKHX ypaBHCHHH 2-TO nOpfl/JKa C TpaHHMHblMH yCJIOBHSMH THna ^HpHXJie , 
HeĚMaHa HJIH HBKDTOHa pemaroTca npH noMOinH JiHHeiÍHBix KOHeHHtix SJICMCHTOB Ha peryjiHpHbix 
OAHopoflHtix TpHaHryjiHHH^x. nojiynaioTCH onTHMajibHbie OHCHKH OHIHÓOK nopa/TKa 0 ( h 2 ) AJUI TaK 
Ha3BIBaeMOrO OCpe^HeHHOrO rpa f lHeHTa Ha Ka3K/TOH <j)HKCHpOBaHHOÍt BHyTpeHHeíí noflo6jiaCTH 
n p n npe^nonoaceHHH, HTO paccMaTpHBaeMaji npo6.neMa 5iBji5ieTCfl peryjiapHOH B HeKOTopoM CMBicne. 
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